A GLOBAL REPUTATION FOR
QUALITY EXCELLENCE
PROVENANCE is supported by the strength of years of
expertise and unrivaled accreditation and compliance
within the global precious metals industry. We invite you to
visit pamp.com where you can review our history and
accreditations, continually updated, in detail. However, the
following regulatory standards, in which PAMP maintains a
leadership role, are particularly integral to the PROVENANCE
guarantee:
OECD Due Diligence and Gold Supplement

The MKS PAMP GROUP took a leadership role as part of the
steering and implementation committee to develop the Due
Diligence and Gold Supplement of The Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Conﬂict-free
engagement and business practices as well as compliance with
extensive human rights conditions are primary requirements.

LBMA Responsible Gold Guidance

As the World’s Authority for Precious Metals, the London
Bullion Market Association (LBMA), relied on the MKS PAMP
GROUP as primary developers of Responsible Gold Guidance
requirements. Mandatory for all members, these standards
combine current OECD regulations with additional criteria
concerning Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorism
Financing. The ﬁrst reﬁnery to comply, PAMP is also one of
only three reﬁneries worldwide designated as ‘Referee’ by
both the LBMA and the London Platinum and Palladium
Market (LPPM).

Responsible Jewelry Council

PAMP played an essential role assisting the RJC in the
development of its own mandatory practices for its
members. Together with the OECD standards, the RJC
requires compliance with speciﬁc Anti-Money Laundering,
Anti-Terrorism Financing, Worker Safety, and Social and
Environmental codes of conduct.

Social Accountability International

MKS PAMP GROUP reﬁneries are the world’s only reﬁners to
hold the SA8000 accreditation, which ensures compliance
with ethical workplace standards within the company and
throughout the supply chain.

Artisanal and Small-Scale Miners

The MKS PAMP GROUP is engaged in a number of initiatives
supporting the betterment of the ASM as well as their direct
access to international markets.

LEADERSHIP THROUGH INTEGRITY
Since it’s establishment in 1977, PAMP has earned a global
reputation for anticipating and meeting the needs of the
industry it serves. This new century brings with it a rapidly
growing, customer demand for certiﬁed metals – set
against a background of limited supply and an inadequate,

segregated responsible sourcing supply unable to achieve the
necessary scale.
Indeed, PAMP foresees segregated responsible sourcing as the
norm for all precious metals requirements, with clients delegating
to reﬁners the responsibility of metal sourcing. And so with nearly

a half century of expertise behind it, and with more ofﬁcial
international accreditations than any other reﬁnery, PAMP
now offers its diverse clientele an unprecedented service of
authenticated sourcing and segregated production process
management: PROVENANCE™.

TRANSPARENCY IS TRUST, AND TRUST IS PRECIOUS
Based in Switzerland and an integral part of the MKS PAMP GROUP, PAMP is well positioned to bring its responsible sourcing know-how to a wide-ranging product line. Ensuring the most scrupulous
sourcing available worldwide, PROVENANCE offers clients an authenticated and fully traceable sourcing and production process service applicable to all PAMP products, including minted and cast bars,
as well as semi-fabricated products such as blanks, strips, grains, crystals and solutions. And because PAMP has built a global reputation upon developing personalized client relationships,
PROVENANCE can be further tailored to meet speciﬁc client needs or requirements.

Scrupulous Sourcing

Supply Chain Integrity

Encompassing gold, silver, platinum and palladium,
PROVENANCE helps customers to determine compliant
mines or mine types as well as other metal sourcing
alternatives such as recycled materials or bullion bars that
take every compliance variable into account, including:
• Newly mined versus recycled metals
• Countries of origin
• Mine Certiﬁcation Status
• Mines meeting particular environmental or ethical standards

PROVENANCE guarantees customers full traceability of metals
and products throughout each step of the sourcing and
production process:
• Dedicated handling of metals from mines to the reﬁnery
• Dedicated pre-reﬁning melt
• Dedicated reﬁning cells
• Dedicated melting of sponge resulting from reﬁning
• Dedicated lots for minting or casting or semi-fabricated production

Product Guarantees
PROVENANCE includes PAMP’s entire range of cast or minted
bars, as well as semi-fabricated products such as strips, grains
and blanks, backed by product guarantees:
• A Certiﬁcate of Origin that distinguishes each product type as
being of singular origin and meeting the highest ethical standards
• For applicable products, clients also have the option of
adopting the PROVENANCE stamp-of-assurance, a
registered mark that further enhances the client’s reputation
as a foremost brand of conscience

Signiﬁcantly, the PROVENANCE system is augmented with advanced
developed speciﬁcally for the precious metals
supply chain. An independent and decentralized, peer-to-peer data network, this best-in-class system provides customers with an immutable,
authenticated record of each step of the sourcing and production processes.

Discover the world of PAMP

